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a b s t r a c t

The influence of transducer-electrode and electrode-wall gaps on the spatial distribution of the acoustic
pressure inside a sonoelectrochemical reactor has been studied by employing a linear acoustics-based
model accounting for vibrations of the reactor walls. A FEM (Finite Elements Method) software package
was used in order to simulate the response curves of the system, the distribution of the acoustic pressure
and the deformation of the surrounding walls. Attenuation of the acoustic energy in the liquid due to
the presence of cavitating bubbles was introduced using an attenuation coefficient, enabling to study its
influence in the available working frequency range of the ultrasonic transducer (19–21 kHz). Acoustic
energy stored in the liquid was plotted as a function of frequency in order to obtain the response curves
of the sonoelectrochemical system, exhibiting different resonance peaks for each studied configuration.
The proper election of the reactor configuration and setting of the working frequency of the transducer
allows the formation of pressure antinodes near the electrode favouring cavitation events in this zone,
and helping to minimize the cavitation-induced erosion of the sonotrode commonly observed during
experiments.

1. Introduction

The synergic combination of electrochemical processes with
ultrasound has been an active research in recent years due to its
potential use in many different applications [1]. Many studies are
found in the literature referred to its use in environmental remedi-
ation as part of hybrid technologies for the degradation of organic
pollutants in aqueous media [2–4], but also referred to its use as a
non-chemical treatment [5] and as its most common application,
direct sonoelectrolysis [6].

Sonoelectrochemical processes have been deeply studied by
the authors in two different application areas: the sonoelec-
trodeposition of PbO2 on various substrates [7–9] and the
sonoelectrochemical removal of organic compounds such as
trichloroacetic acid [10] or perchloroethylene [11] in water. The
latter constitutes an interesting option for environmental reme-
diation, as complete degradation of C–Cl bonds, which are toxic
in nature, is achieved [12]. However, the high energy consump-
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tion associated to the application of ultrasound within the reactor
and the non-homogeneous distribution of cavitation makes cur-
rent sonoelectrochemical water treatment industrially unfeasible
from an economic point of view. In order to improve the sonication
efficiency related to the energy consumption, the optimization of
all kinds of sonoreactors must be faced taking into account build-
ing materials and geometric design, and also setting an optimum
working frequency of the overall sonoelectrochemical system [13].
Therefore, a correct understanding of the acoustic field structure in
the reactor is needed, prior to its optimization and scale-up. This
consideration would allow us to predict the cavitating zones inside
the reactor in order to effectively design large scale reactors [14]
and to control the extent of transient and stable cavitation events
[15].

In the last 15 years, quite a few research groups have tried to
model the spatial distribution of the acoustic pressure inside a
sonoreactor by numerical methods. Dähnke and Keil developed a
3D model to calculate linear pressure fields in liquids with an inho-
mogeneous distribution of cavitation bubbles [16]. They compared
the results with experimental data, obtaining a good agreement
but observing some deviations [17]. Liu et al. [18] used Finite Ele-
ment Methods (FEM) to simulate coupled vibration modes in an



ultrasonic cleaning tub in order to study the effect of the pres-
ence of a washing object. They concluded that the acoustic
modes depended on the object location, its mechanical restraint
conditions and its physical properties (Young modulus and den-
sity). More recently, Yasui et al. [19] simulated a rectangular
sonoreactor accounting for vibrations of the vessel wall. They
showed the effect of the wall thickness for two frequencies
(100 and 140 kHz), employing various attenuation coefficients in
order to observe the effect of cavitating bubbles on the acoustic
field.

Numerical simulations have also been evaluated by the authors
in recent years. An initial approach to the calculation of the acous-
tic field by FEM techniques was made in order to mechanically
characterize a commercial 20 kHz sonoreactor [20], where the liq-
uid boundary in contact with air was treated as infinitely soft
and the vessel boundaries were treated as infinitely rigid walls.
Further studies, where a first attempt to optimize a sonoreactor
was carried out [21], focused on the geometry of the reactor (cell
dimensions, liquid volume and ultrasonic horn position), treating
the cell boundaries as infinitely soft walls. FEM simulations and
experimental observations verified that the fast decrease in inten-
sity when increasing distance from the horn could be reversed
to an increase due to multiple reflections supported. And more
recently, an analysis of the response of an experimental sonoreac-
tor equipped with a cooling jacket excited by a cup-horn transducer
was performed [22]. Simulations were carried out accounting
for the vibration of the reactor walls, pointing out the trans-
mission of sound into the cooling jacket. Ultrasound frequency
was systematically varied in the range available for the gener-
ator, enabling to seek the resonance frequencies of the system,
which were characterized by global parameters as functions of
frequency.

In this work, we analyzed the effect which may present the dis-
tance between the transducer emitter surface and the electrode and
the distance between the electrode and the bottom reactor wall in a
cylindrical sonoelectrochemical reactor designed by CAD tools. The
main goal was to qualitatively estimate the zones where cavitation
could take place near resonance frequencies, taking into account
two different physical phenomena: the application of ultrasound
in the working liquid and the deformation of the reactor walls. For
this purpose, the previously developed model accounting for vibra-
tions of the boundaries [22] was employed to estimate the acoustic
field inside a sonoelectrochemical reactor.

2. The simulated system

The cylindrical reactor simulated is shown in Fig. 1. The reactor
is built on polycarbonate (PC) in order to visualize the cavitation
fields inside the reactor in further experimental work with lumi-
nol. The flange which holds the reactor to the transducer is made
of polypropylene (PP) and titanium (Ti) has been considered for
the electrode. The horn tip is based on current 20 kHz UIP1000hd
transducer [23] provided by Hielscher Ultrasonics GmbH.

3. FEM simulations

3.1. Theoretical model

As mentioned before, the acoustic field and the deformation
of the reactor walls were calculated by following the simulation
strategies exposed in previous works by the authors. Therefore, a
short recapitulation of the key equations previously developed is
included in the following sections. For deeper discussion on this
topic, refer to Ref. [22].

Fig. 1. PC cylindrical electrochemical reactor designed for this study.

3.1.1. Linear acoustics in the working liquid
In order to calculate the propagation of sound waves through

the liquid the next expression, known as the Helmholtz equation,
was considered:

∇2P +
(

ω
cl

)2
P = 0 (1)

where P is the acoustic pressure, ω is the angular frequency and cl
is the sound speed of the liquid.

This equation must be supplemented with adequate boundary
conditions. First, assuming a horn radiating surface normal dis-
placement of amplitude U0, the boundary condition is obtain by
imposing the inward acceleration of the liquid as:
( 1

"l
∇P

)
· n = ω2U0 (2)

where "l is the density of the liquid. The horn lateral wall is con-
sidered as an infinitely rigid boundary, so that the inward liquid
acceleration on this boundary is set to zero:
( 1

"l
∇P

)
· n = 0 (3)

Finally, for all interfaces between the liquid and the deformed
solid domain (either electrode or the reactor walls), the liquid accel-
eration must match the solid one, and the boundary condition
reads:

∇P · n = "lω
2Us · n (4)

where Us is the complex amplitude of the displacement field of the
solid, which coupled calculation is described in the next section. In
those expressions, n is the normal pointing outward the liquid.

3.1.2. Vibrations of the solids
The vibrations of the reactor walls are calculated as in Ref. [22],

using the elasto-dynamic theory, assuming elastic deformation
for all materials, neglecting volume forces and assuming mono-
harmonic vibrations:
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where Us is the complex displacement field in the solid,
=
! and

=
ε

are the elastic stress tensor and strain tensor, respectively, "s is the

solid density, v is the Poisson ratio of the solid,
=
I is the identity

tensor, Tr is the trace operator and E is the Young modulus.
Eq. (5) must be supplemented with the following boundary con-

ditions. The solid boundaries in contact with air are assumed free,

so that the three components of the stress
=
! · n are ascribed to 0

on such surfaces.
Finally on the interfaces between the liquid and the solid, the

stress imposed on the solid is just the normal pressure stress
exerted by the liquid, and the condition reads:

=
! · n = −P · n (8)

where P is the acoustic pressure field in the liquid evaluated on the
interface. Again, n is the normal pointing outward the liquid.

It must be noted that Eqs. (5) and (8) are vectorial. The set of
Eqs. (4) and (8) constitute the correct acoustic-structure interface
conditions.

3.1.3. Energy dissipation
In order to account for the energy dissipation by cavitating

bubbles, the next energy conservation expression was employed,
assuming mono-harmonic waves in steady state:
∫ ∫
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(9)

where ℜ denotes the real part of a complex number, V is the liquid
volume, S is the surface (for both sonotrode and solid boundaries)
and V* denotes the complex amplitude of the acoustic velocity field.

The first and second terms are respectively the power enter-
ing the liquid through the sonotrode radiating surface (Pactive) and
the power lost through the rest of the liquid boundaries (Pbound).
When considering either infinitely soft or rigid boundaries, the sec-
ond term vanishes (Pbound = 0). In our more complex case where
Sboundaries was the internal wall of the PC reactor, the PP flange and
the Ti surface in contact with the liquid, almost the whole exter-
nal surface of the reactor was in contact with air, and therefore,
not being constrained. Pbound is still zero for a perfectly elastic ves-
sel formed of external, non-dissipative, unconstrained elastic solid
boundaries which do not transmit any wave to the external air.
Therefore, we also assumed that Pbound = 0 in this study. On the
other hand, the third term in Eq. (9) represents the power dissi-
pated in the medium (Pdiss), where an arbitrary, spatially uniform
attenuation coefficient, ˛, was introduced as follows:

⟨#diss⟩ = ˛
|P|2

"lcl
(10)

3.1.4. Obtaining of response curves
Among the different scalar quantities representative of the

global vibrations of the system (i.e. average acoustic pressure in
the liquid, average acoustic energy stored in the solid walls, etc.),
we chose to plot the average acoustic energy stored in the liquid
domains (Ea) as a function of frequency, according to the following
equation:

Ea =
∫ ∫ ∫

V
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1
4
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4

|P|2

"lc
2
l

)
dV (11)

where V denotes the real amplitude of the acoustic velocity field.

Fig. 2. Simulated geometry. Only one-half of the reactor is drawn. Modified dis-
tances are highlighted in blue. (For interpretation of the references to color in text,
the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

3.2. Resolution procedures

The simulated set-up is represented in Fig. 2, where only one
half of a cut plane is shown. The horn tip (d = 40 mm) emitted in
the liquid, limited by the PP flange and PC walls of different thick-
ness (4–20 mm). The liquid split in two different domains as the Ti
electrode (1 mm thick) was placed in different heights. The liquid
was water with properties "l = 1000 kg m−3 and cl = 1500 m s−1. The
elastic properties were E = 6.35 GPa, v = 0.48 and "s = 898 kg m−3 for
the PP flange; E = 2.38 GPa, v = 0.36 and "s = 1200 kg m−3 for the PC
walls and E = 102.7 GPa, v = 0.34 and "s = 4507 kg m−3 for the Ti elec-
trode. The sonotrode had a working frequency range from 19 to
21 kHz, assuming that it would automatically adjust to an opti-
mum frequency where the electric impedance was minimal, with
the main oscillation developed along with axis-direction. The emit-
ter surface of the transducer was assumed to vertically vibrate with
an amplitude of 25 × 10−6 m.

Three different configurations were studied (Table 1), which
were named referring to the emitter-electrode and electrode-wall
gaps as a factor of the wave-length (# = 7.5 cm) for water when
the frequency is 20 kHz, the speed of sound is 1500 m s−1 and the
density is 1000 kg m−3.

Eqs. (1), (5) and (9) were numerically solved with COMSOL
Multiphysics package, where both linear acoustics and structural
mechanics application modes were employed in order to obtain
the spatial distribution of the acoustic pressure in the working liq-
uid and the deformation of the reactor walls. Due to the complexity

Table 1
Distances between the transducer emitter surface and the electrode and between
the electrode and the bottom wall of the reactor for each studied configuration,
! = 7.5 cm (20 kHz, 1500 m s−1, 1000 kg m−3).

Configuration Transducer-electrode gap Electrode-wall gap

!/4-! !/4 !
!/2-3!/4 !/2 3!/4
3!/4-!/2 3!/4 !/2



Fig. 3. Average acoustic energy stored in liquid in configuration !/4-! for var-
ious attenuation coefficients: ˛ = 0 m−1 (dotted line), ˛ = 1 m−1 (dashed line) and
˛ = 5 m−1 (solid line).

of the geometry, the number of calculations needed and the thin
mesh required (the mesh consisted of more than 105 triangular ele-
ments in each studied configuration, with an emphasis on meshing
the liquid–solid interface and the Ti electrode domain), we chose
the axial 2D mode due to the need of extremely high computer
resources in order to carry out the study in the 3D mode. This bi-
dimensional mode enables to obtain much finer meshes, although
three-dimensional, non symmetrical modes of the vibrating solid
domains (i.e. PC reactor, PP flange and Ti electrode) are not cal-
culated. Nevertheless, non symmetrical modes have no chance to
be excited for a purely symmetric motion of the transducer in the
frame of linear acoustics. The method used here does not actually
compute the eigenmodes of the system, but its response to a har-
monic driving at variable frequency. Therefore, simulations with
the 3D mode would have yielded the same results for the symmet-
ric configuration studied. The UMFPACK [24] solver in parametric
mode was employed to obtain the response curves of the system
in the working frequency range of the transducer. For this purpose,
the frequency was varied by small steps (10 Hz) in the working
range of the transducer (19–21 kHz).

4. Results

4.1. Configuration #/4-#

For the first studied configuration, the response curves shown in
Fig. 3 (average acoustic energy stored in the liquid) were obtained
for different attenuation coefficients (˛ = 0, 1 and 5 m−1) in the
working frequency range of the transducer. Five resonance peaks
were observed when no energy dissipation was considered, which
varied or even disappeared when increasing attenuation (Table 2).
Those peaks corresponded to global resonances of the whole
mechanical system formed by the liquid coupled with the PP flange,
the PC reactor and the Ti electrode walls. The amplitude of these

Table 2
Evolution of the resonance frequencies for configuration !/4-! at various attenua-
tion factors.

Resonances ˛ (m−1)

0 1 5

Peak I (Hz) 19,180 19,180 19,180
Peak II (Hz) 19,480 19,480 19,500
Peak III (Hz) 19,930 – 19,970
Peak IV (Hz) 20,110 20,110 –
Peak V (Hz) 20,660 20,660 20,670

Table 3
Evolution of the resonance frequencies for configuration !/2-3!/4 at various atten-
uation factors.

Resonances ˛ (m−1)

0 1 5

Peak I (Hz) 19,420 19,420 19,460
Peak II (Hz) 20,070 20,080 –
Peak III (Hz) 20,190 20,190 –
Peak IV (Hz) 20,400 20,400 20,420

global resonance peaks should be infinite when no attenuation is
considered, which means that an infinite accumulation of acoustic
energy would take place in the whole sonoelectrochemical sys-
tem. Thus, the finite maxima of the peaks appearing hereinafter
for ˛ = 0 m−1 are only due to the discretization of the frequency
axis.

For ˛ = 5 m−1, peaks II and V presented a higher acoustic energy
stored in the liquid by far. Therefore, the spatial distribution of the
peak acoustic pressure was analyzed in both cases and is shown
in Figs. 4 and 5, where dark red regions represent main pressure
antinodes and dark blue regions represent main nodes, and the
grey line displays the magnified deformed boundary in order to
illustrate the coupling between the vibrations of the solid walls and
the fluid. For peak II attenuation does not play a great influence in
the distribution of the acoustic field, as just a few non-important
pressure nodes are affected. However, the spatial distribution of the
acoustic pressure at peak V is clearly affected, as a pressure antin-
ode becomes more evident on the emitter surface, and part of the
structure of the acoustic field is modified. Still, the main antinode
remains on the electrode surface opposite to the reactor bottom
wall. Coupling of the deformation of the Ti electrode and the for-
mation of alternated pressure antinodes on both surfaces of the
electrode is clearly seen for all the studied attenuation coefficients
at peak V. Also, a low-profile antinode stays on the bottom wall sur-
face in the latter case. All these observed features demonstrate that
attenuation not only affects the amplitude of the acoustic pressure
(see figure captions), but also the structure of the acoustic field.

4.2. Configuration #/2-3#/4

For the second studied configuration, four resonance peaks were
observed (Fig. 6). Peaks II and III disappeared at the highest atten-
uation factor, while frequency slightly changed for the remaining
peaks (Table 3).

If we check the spatial distribution of the peak acoustic pres-
sure for peak I (Fig. 7), we observe that the structure of the acoustic
field was slightly modified, with the most noticeable change occur-
ring near the emitter surface (the main antinode came closer to
the transducer). However, attenuation strongly affected the struc-
ture of the acoustic field for peak IV (Fig. 8), as an antinode on
the emitter surface grew in both size and relative pressure ampli-
tude to become the second most important antinode from the peak
acoustic pressure point of view. Distribution of nodes and antinodes
between the electrode and the wall was completely modified, and
as we noted before for peak V in the first configuration, the main
antinode remained on the electrode surface. Again, coupling of the
vibration of the electrode and the appearance of pressure antinodes
on the electrode surfaces is observed, especially at peak V.

4.3. Configuration 3#/4-#/2

For the last studied configuration, six resonance peaks were
observed (Fig. 9). Peaks I, and III disappeared with the highest atten-
uation factor, while frequency changed for peaks II and V (Table 4).



Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the peak acoustic pressure |P| in the reactor working in configuration !/4-! near resonance peak II for increasing attenuation coefficients.
Dark blue regions represent pressure nodes while dark red regions correspond to pressure antinodes. The color-scales are different for each image. |P|max = 1.96 × 105 bar
(˛ = 0 m−1), 4.76 × 102 bar (˛ = 1 m−1) and 1.01 × 102 bar (˛ = 5 m−1). Deformation of the solid boundaries at ωt = n × 2$ is magnified. (For interpretation of the references to
color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the peak acoustic pressure |P| in the reactor working in configuration !/4-! near resonance peak V for increasing attenuation coefficients.
Dark blue regions represent pressure nodes while dark red regions correspond to pressure antinodes. The color-scales are different for each image. |P|max = 2.67 × 104 bar
(˛ = 0 m−1), 8.18 × 102 bar (˛ = 1 m−1) and 1.67 × 102 bar (˛ = 5 m−1). Deformation of the solid boundaries at ωt = n × 2$ is magnified. (For interpretation of the references to
color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)



Fig. 6. Average acoustic energy stored in liquid in configuration !/2-3!/4 for var-
ious attenuation coefficients: ˛ = 0 m−1 (dotted line), ˛ = 1 m−1 (dashed line) and
˛ = 5 m−1 (solid line).

The features of the acoustic field for peak II (Fig. 10) were very
similar to those observed for the lowest resonance peak of the
previously studied configurations: a main antinode on the emit-
ter surface and few changes on the structure of the acoustic field
when attenuation is increased. The same thing occurred for peak
VI (Fig. 12) related to the highest resonance peaks from previous
configurations: a pressure antinode became more evident on the
emitter surface when attenuation increased, but the main antinode
remained on the electrode surface. Again, a low-profile antinode
formed at the bottom wall of the reactor.

But if we take a look to peak V (Fig. 11), we notice that the
acoustic field stayed aside from the other peaks previously com-
mented. When no attenuation was considered, a great, low pressure
antinode stayed on the wall surface, while small, high pressure

Table 4
Evolution of the resonance frequencies for configuration 3!/4-!/2 at various atten-
uation factors.

Resonances ˛ (m−1)

0 1 5

Peak I (Hz) 19,250 19,250 –
Peak II (Hz) 19,430 19,430 19,460
Peak III (Hz) 19,750 19,750 –
Peak IV (Hz) 20,040 20,040 –
Peak V (Hz) 20,580 20,580 20,600
Peak VI (Hz) 20,930 20,930 20,930

antinodes alternated in both sides of the electrode. No significant
antinodes were observed in the upper liquid domain, a very inter-
esting feature in order to avoid cavitation-induced erosion of the
sonotrode emitter surface. This situation changed when attenua-
tion was considered (˛ = 1 m−1), as the great antinodes between
the electrode and the reactor wall were almost gone while new
antinodes formed between the emitter surface and the electrode.
For the highest attenuation factor, the antinode near the emitter
became more evident, but its peak acoustic pressure remained sig-
nificantly lower than the pressure amplitude near the electrode.
Finally, due to the greater distance between the emitter and the
electrode in this configuration, it is very easy to see how the defor-
mation of the electrodic domain and the appearance of alternated
pressure antinodes and nodes near both surfaces of the electrode
are perfectly coupled in all the peaks shown in Figs. 10–12.

5. Discussion

In order to check which configuration would show a better per-
formance, we compared the response curves for ˛ = 5 m−1 (Fig. 13).
Higher values were reached for configuration !/4-!, where peaks II
and V were clearly seen. Configuration !/2-3!/4 could also be inter-

Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of the peak acoustic pressure |P| in the reactor working in configuration !/2-3!/4 near resonance peak I for increasing attenuation coefficients.
Dark blue regions represent pressure nodes while dark red regions correspond to pressure antinodes. The color-scales are different for each image. |P|max = 6.50 × 103 bar
(˛ = 0 m−1), 3.49 × 102 bar (˛ = 1 m−1) and 8.15 × 10 bar (˛ = 5 m−1). Deformation of the solid boundaries at ωt = n × 2$ is magnified. (For interpretation of the references to
color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)



Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of the peak acoustic pressure |P| in the reactor working in configuration !/2-3!/4 near resonance peak IV for increasing attenuation coefficients.
Dark blue regions represent pressure nodes while dark red regions correspond to pressure antinodes. The color-scales are different for each image. |P|max = 3.84 × 103 bar
(˛ = 0 m−1), 4.52 × 102 bar (˛ = 1 m−1) and 1.18 × 102 bar (˛ = 5 m−1). Deformation of the solid boundaries at ωt = n × 2$ is magnified. (For interpretation of the references to
color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

esting, while configuration 3!/4-!/2 (highest transducer-electrode
gap) would present the worst performance, from the stored acous-
tic energy point of view, working at any of its resonance peaks.

However, a high acoustic energy stored in the liquid does not
necessary mean that cavitation takes place near the electrode. In
order to check this consideration, the peak acoustic pressure on
the electrode surface was also analyzed (Table 5 ). As it can be seen,
the reactor with the shortest transducer–electrode gap (configura-
tion !/4-!) would reach the highest pressure amplitude working at
peak V, followed by configuration 3!/4-!/2 at peak IV and config-
uration !/2-3!/4 at peak V. Therefore, the configuration with the
shortest distance between the emitter and the electrode, working
at peak V (Fig. 5), would be the most interesting from a sonoelectro-

Fig. 9. Average acoustic energy stored in liquid in configuration 3!/4-!/2 for var-
ious attenuation coefficients: ˛ = 0 m−1 (dotted line), ˛ = 1 m−1 (dashed line) and
˛ = 5 m−1 (solid line).

chemical point of view, as pressure antinodes alternating in both
sides of the reactor reached higher pressure amplitudes in this case.
Consequently, a higher amount of cavitating bubbles would form
near the electrode, where mechanical phenomena such as acoustic
streaming [25], shock waves [26] and others [27] would enhance
mass-transport there [28,29], also resulting in activation of the
electrode surface [30]. The existence of a low-profile antinode at the
bottom of the reactor would also provide a good location to place
the counterelectrode (see file anim 025 100 peak5.gif included as
Supplementary data). In addition, if cavitation-induced erosion of
the transducer was also considered a key factor in order to chose
a reactor design [31], configuration 3!/4-!/2 working at peak V
(Fig. 11) could be an interesting option from both sonoelectro-
chemical and emitter erosion points of view. As mentioned before,
an antinode near the emitter would form for ˛ = 5 m−1, but its
peak acoustic pressure would be significantly lower than the pres-
sure amplitude near the electrode, which is located far enough of
the emitter surface (see file anim 075 050 peak5.gif included as
Supplementary data).

As a general discussion on the simulations, obtaining the opti-
mum spatial distribution of the acoustic pressure accounting for
the vibrations of the solid boundaries by setting a proper work-
ing frequency introduces a novel point of view in order to design
efficient sonochemical/sonoelectrochemical reactors. Simulation
studies generally neglect the deformations of the walls, where solid
boundaries are treated as infinitely rigid [20,32,33] or soft walls
[21,34–36], or a combination of both [37], alleging different con-
siderations in each case. Regarding these apparently controversial
hypotheses, the present work shows that vibrations of the solid
boundaries could deeply influence the system response in terms of
both the spatial distribution of the acoustic pressure and the res-
onance frequencies of the system. Moreover, the consideration of
solid boundaries as infinitely rigid or infinitely soft yields response
curves which significantly differ from the ones obtained by properly



Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of the peak acoustic pressure |P| in the reactor working in configuration 3!/4-!/2 near resonance peak II for increasing attenuation coefficients.
Dark blue regions represent pressure nodes while dark red regions correspond to pressure antinodes. The color-scales are different for each image. |P|max = 3.00 × 103 bar
(˛ = 0 m−1), 2.84 × 102 bar (˛ = 1 m−1) and 8.12 × 10 bar (˛ = 5 m−1). Deformation of the solid boundaries at ωt = n × 2$ is magnified. (For interpretation of the references to
color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

Fig. 11. Spatial distribution of the peak acoustic pressure |P| in the reactor working in configuration 3!/4-!/2 near resonance peak V for increasing attenuation coefficients.
Dark blue regions represent pressure nodes while dark red regions correspond to pressure antinodes. The color-scales are different for each image. |P|max = 1.25 × 103 bar
(˛ = 0 m−1), 1.85 × 102 bar (˛ = 1 m−1) and 1.15 × 102 bar (˛ = 5 m−1). Deformation of the solid boundaries at ωt = n × 2$ is magnified. (For interpretation of the references to
color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)



Fig. 12. Spatial distribution of the peak acoustic pressure |P| in the reactor working in configuration 3!/4-!/2 near resonance peak VI for increasing attenuation coefficients.
Dark blue regions represent pressure nodes while dark red regions correspond to pressure antinodes. The color-scales are different for each image. |P|max = 2.77 × 103 bar
(˛ = 0 m−1), 3.25 × 102 bar (˛ = 1 m−1) and 1.03 × 102 bar (˛ = 5 m−1). Deformation of the solid boundaries at ωt = n × 2$ is magnified. (For interpretation of the references to
color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

taking into account the deformation of the solid [22]. An exper-
imental evidence of the apparently suitable consideration of the
solid boundaries as vibrating walls would be the diverse experi-
mental works where the studied solution is not directly irradiated
with an ultrasonic transducer (e.g. sonocatalytic degradation of
dyes in low-frequency ultrasonic baths [38,39]).

Nevertheless, we must note that even though the main goal
of the simulation of the acoustic field inside a sonochemi-
cal/sonoelectrochemical reactor is to locate pressure antinodes
where cavitation events are expected, the maximum acoustic pres-
sure amplitudes obtained in the simulations included in this work
seemed unrealistic, especially when no attenuation was accounted
for. This is due to two main reasons: (i) the assumed displacement of
the transducer emitter surface (which was defined according to the
supplier specifications) and (ii) the need of a more realistic model
of attenuation by cavitating bubbles.

Regarding the first reason, some of the works found in the liter-
ature define the emitter as an “acoustic pressure source” where
the pressure amplitude near the emitter is P0 [20,21,32,35,36].
In this sense, we tried to take a further step towards a more
realistic approach to the matter, as we took the emitter surface
displacement provided by the supplier and introduced it as a nor-
mal acceleration condition in the emitter boundary, assuming that
the sonotrode behaves as an ideal acoustic piston. This displace-
ment may not be exactly what the transducer actually experiences
in any specific experimental conditions, but serve as an order of
magnitude. In this sense, experimental measurements of the emit-
ter surface displacement (i.e. laser vibrometry [40]) would help in
order to obtain this parameter. Eventually, the complete simula-
tion of the whole system including the ultrasonic transducer (i.e.
piezoelectricity, pre-stress, etc.) should be carried out, in order to
make a more rigorous approach to the problem. Related to this,
some interesting works have been published in recent years where
the piezoceramics, countermass and amplifier have been studied

with FEM simulations [41–46]. Its inclusion in the model employed
in this work would enhance the simulations, as vibrations of the
horn tip could also be simulated in order to account for the lateral
cavitation fields commonly observed during experiments.

Regarding the second reason, the lack of a definitive theory pre-
dicting the bubble spatial and size-distribution that would allow
the correct calculation of the attenuation factor forced us to treat
the latter quantity as a variable, but spatially uniform, parame-
ter in the linear acoustics-based model employed in this work.
This treatment allowed us to study how the spatial distribution
of the acoustic pressure is affected by energy dissipation, point-
ing out the existence of an interesting travelling wave component
in the propagation of the acoustic field from the emitter sur-
face, even though the simulated geometry was a closed system
where reflecting boundaries were defined and classic standing
waves would be expected (see files anim 025 100 peak5.gif and
anim 075 050 peak5.gif included as Supplementary data in order
to visualize the travelling wave component). However, the cor-
rect value of a spatially non uniform attenuation factor should
be strongly linked to the bubble repartition in the liquid, which
in turn depends on the shape of the acoustic field [47]. Related
to this, the long-term objective would be coupling both phe-
nomena in our model to include the main physics of cavitation.
This latter point is the most challenging task by far, and recent
works by different authors involving non-linear acoustics are show-
ing promising results [34,48–51]. Still, linear acoustics presents
some intrinsic interest in the conception phase of sonochemi-
cal/sonoelectrochemical reactors, because although perturbed by
the cavitation bubbles, linear resonance effects can still be visi-
ble. This is clearly supported by previous works by the authors
[21], even though a rough model for solid boundary conditions was
employed back then. It may be added that single bubble levitation
cells, when used in non-degassed water, still exhibit a clear breath-
ing standing wave with a bubble cloud wandering in the centre.



Fig. 13. Comparison of the average acoustic energy stored in liquid for ˛ = 5 m−1:
configuration !/4-! (dotted line), configuration !/2-3!/4 (dashed line) and config-
uration 3!/4-!/2 (solid line).

Table 5
Dimensionless relative peak pressure amplitude near the electrode surface for each
resonance peak of all the studied configurations. |P|max = 166.65 bar reached near the
electrode for configuration !/4-!, peak V.

Resonances |P|/|P|max

!/4-!—peak II 0.40
!/4-!—peak V 1.00
!/2-3!/4—peak I 0.19
!/2-3!/4—peak IV 0.71
3!/4-!/2—peak II 0.13
3!/4-!/2—peak V 0.64
3!/4-!/2—peak VI 0.46

Therefore, linear acoustics, if properly used, remains as a useful
tool.

6. Conclusions

In summary, this work shows how a basic variation of the
transducer-electrode and electrode-wall gaps strongly modifies
the sonoelectrochemical system response in terms of resonance
peaks and structure of the acoustic field. Exciting the sonoelec-
trochemical system near a resonance frequency enables to reach
large peak acoustic pressures and to locate pressure antinodes far
from the transducer, in order to avoid cavitation-induced erosion
of the emitter surface. However, this latter feature disappears for
high attenuation coefficients, as its increase yields the formation
and growth of a pressure antinode near the transducer surface.
Even so, the election of a proper reactor configuration and working
frequency enables to set high pressure antinodes near the elec-
trode, which is very interesting from a sonoelectrochemical point
of view. Related to the FEM simulations, the linear acoustics-based
model accounting for the vibrations of the solid boundaries used in
this work provides interesting results in order to design optimized
sonoelectrochemical reactors, as it gives a qualitative idea of the
acoustic field inside the reactors, and also provides the approximate
location of the resonance frequencies of the system. Nevertheless,
the theoretical nature of this work must be remarked, and further
developments on the non-linear phenomena involved in the for-
mation of cavitating bubbles and experimental validation are on
its way.
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